FAST LANE

All–terrain luxury

Meet the AMG version of Merc’s mighty GL SUV flagship.
Dieter Losskarn finds out what all the letters stand for

L

ooking at the imposing SUV, one
could be forgiven for presuming
that GL stands for Good Life. But
Germans are more serious with
their acronyms. The ‘G’ actually
stands for gelände, the German word for
all-terrain, the ‘L’ for luxus, meaning, ja,
luxury. Combine the S- and G-Classes
and you’d get the new Mercedes-Benz GL –
a perfect mix of luxury and off-road capability.
The biggest cruise ship of them all – it’s the
market leader in the luxury SUV segment –
is not understated or subtle, but it’s definitely
not as brutal as a Geländewagen. Instead of
the previous clumsy bulk, a certain calmness
has now settled on its sharpened-up design.
A true seven-seater, the GL is over five metres
long, two metres wide and almost as high.
If you are worried that it’ll take up too much
garage space, and you also own a Smart car
for city driving, don’t despair – the latter can
easily fit in the GL’s boot.
For a vehicle this size, the GL is rather agile.
With a bit of courage and practice one can
manoeuvre it quite briskly across narrow
country lanes and through crowded parking
garage spaces.
The entry-level GL350 CDI offers the least
painful petrol-pump experience, followed by
the GL500, with its powerful and much more
thirsty 5.5-litre petrol V8. And for the first time,
Merc’s jumbo SUV gets the AMG treatment,
resulting as usual in an insane power output.
The GL63 AMG, with 410kW and 760Nm of
torque, makes quick work of the inertia of
masses in movement, accelerating the 2.4-ton
behemoth from a standstill to 100km/h in an

exhilarating 4.9 seconds. The beast pushes
forward relentlessly, until it is pulled back
at 250km/h, its 21-inch wheels requiring
brake discs as big as family-sized pizzas
to do the job.
Naturally, the indicated 12.3 litres/100km
consumption figures are merely theoretical.
You’ll seriously struggle to keep it under
20 litres/100 km, a fact that doesn’t raise
any concerns for the typical buyers of this
particular car, as many of them are close to
the source. If you’re not a Russian oligarch
or an oil-enriched sheik, go for the diesel.
As for its ‘G’ capabilities, on a rough 4x4
track in KZN, it surprised me as much as
putting the new Range Rover through the
toughest terrain in the Moroccan Atlas
mountains did. Thanks to Land Rover genes
in the Range and G genes in the Merc, both
are extremely capable off-road; which one
of them to choose is therefore strictly a matter
of personal preference. As with the Range
Rover, I hope that fate doesn’t confine the
GL to paved shopping mall parking lots.
mercedes-benz.co.za

POWER 5.5-litre petrol twin-turbo V8 with 7-speed
G-tronic auto; 407kW and 760Nm
PERFORMANCE 0-100km/h in 4.9 seconds;
Top speed 250km/h (electronically limited)
CLAIMED FUEL 12.3 l/100km
BASE PRICE R1 669 600
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Chevrolet
Lumina SSV
6.0-litre V8

Nissan GT-R
Track Pack
Japan’s most aggressive super sportscar
just got wilder. Honed on the Nürburgring,
the new Track Pack has been tailored for
South African high-performance drivers who
want the ultimate race-ready supercar. After
a couple of hot laps at Kyalami, we can confirm
that Godzilla 4.0 is still Nissan’s technology
– DL
flagship. R1 743 700, nissan.co.za

It’s the Aussie-American version of a
brutally powerful family sedan. Or to put it
in Hollywood terms, if a BMW M5 is George
Clooney or Daniel Day-Lewis in a suit, the
Chevrolet Lumina SSV would be Dolph
Lundgren or Jean-Claude van Damme in
a sleeveless T-shirt, with a golden necklace.
Unsubtle and bling. But enormous fun to
watch in action – and to drive.
R506 900, chevrolet.co.za

Lexus LS460
The brand’s flagship just got even more
luxurious. And there is still not a single
item on the Lexus options list. There is
actually no options list – everything is
included. Even the real Japanese
Shimamoku trim – made with a woodlayering technique that takes no less
than 67 steps and 38 days to complete.
S-Class, take note. R1 236 700, lexus.co.za
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